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To Mom, 
for chasing away the bad guys. 
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“The more successful the villain, the more successful the picture.” — Alfred Hitchcock

As a writer, you want your readers to have a love-hate 
relationship with your villain, a relationship that leaves 
them laughing, weeping, screaming, and everything in 
between. Memorable villains hold power over read-
ers, manipulating their emotions, dragging them into 
schemes, and forcing them to see that people are much 
more complicated than they realized. With this type of 
power, an unforgettable villain can be the component 
that pushes a book to the top of the New York Times 
Best Seller list. But to get to that point, you need to 
know the rules of villain-craft. 

In this guide I’ll reveal the 14 Secrets on how to 
create and present villains that people will love or loathe. 
When you apply these secrets, you will build villains 
that are memorable to you and your readers. I’ll include 
examples of well-known villains in literature and film 

so that you can see the secrets in action (so expect some 
spoilers). Also, some of these example villains will apply 
to more than one secret. 

Before you get into the 14 Secrets, though, you 
need to decide a couple of things: (1) what role does 
he or she play, and (2) what type of villain does he or 
she promise to be? I’ll go over how you can answer 
each of these questions so that you will be ready to 
learn about and apply the 14 Secrets. 

After discussing the 14 Secrets, I’ll show you ways 
you can apply them to your villains, then I’ll give you 
a few pointers for moving forward. When you finish, 
you will feel confident in your ability to create unfor-
gettable baddies, wrongdoers, scoundrels, knaves, mis-
creants, good-for-nothings . . . you get the picture. 

Now let’s create! 

INTRODUCTION
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Picture yourself as a hiring manager. You have positions 
you need filled—characters who play parts in the story 
you’re telling. You know the basics: protagonist, main 
characters, secondary characters, etc. But when it comes 
to villains, you need to decide which of three possible 
roles to include in your story: antagonist, contagonist, 
and anti-hero. You don’t have to include all three in 
your story, but it’s important to know which role your 
villain is filling. Here’s what you need to understand 
about each role: 

Antagonist. This is a character who is in opposition 
to your protagonist and is the main obstacle to the pro-
tagonist’s goal. Your protagonist is the character your 
readers want to succeed; the antagonist is the person 
fighting against your protagonist. The antagonist doesn’t 
have to be evil or even a bad person—he or she could 
be the protagonist’s rival in a basketball tournament, the 
rival in a love triangle, or the ruler of a warring coun-
try. Sometimes the antagonist is just someone whose 

priorities differ from the protagonist’s; for instance, the 
villain could value the wellbeing of his or her family over 
the wellbeing of the entire planet. The antagonist can 
even be something inanimate, such as a hurricane or the 
protagonist’s addiction. 

You can have more than one antagonist in a story, as 
long as you count only one or two as your main antag-
onist(s) to avoid confusing readers. 

Examples of antagonists include Sauron in J.R.R. 
Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings; the White Witch in C.S. 
Lewis’s The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe; the desert 
island in Cast Away; and Max Baer in Cinderella Man. 

Contagonist. This is a character who tempts the pro-
tagonist towards a darker path. The contagonist usually 
isn’t in direct opposition to the protagonist—he or she 
just wants the protagonist to switch over to the bad side. 
Sometimes the contagonist does good things to earn the 
protagonist’s trust; sometimes the contagonist even cares 
for the protagonist. Either way, readers should be biting 

THE THREE ROLES OF VILLAINS 

“The only difference between a hero and a villain is . . . who is telling the story!” — Nitya Prakash
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their nails, worrying that the contagonist will succeed in 
pulling the protagonist into the darkness. 

Examples of contagonists include Darth Vader and 
Darth Maul in the Star Wars franchise, Martin Whitly in 
Prodigal Son, and Blanche Ingram in Charlotte Brontë’s 
Jane Eyre. 

Anti-hero. This role is not generally known as a vil-
lainous role, but many of the principles about building 
memorable villains can apply to an anti-hero. The anti-
hero is a main character (or secondary character) who 
lacks some of the qualities necessary in a conventional 
hero. For instance, an anti-hero could be someone who 
makes morally ambiguous choices, such as killing an 
unarmed enemy, or who is constantly questioning the 
protagonist’s competencies. 

Anti-heroes are very popular in fiction because 
their motivations and actions are understandable and 
relatable. You want your readers to root for your anti-
hero even if they don’t agree with all the decisions he 
or she makes. 

A few famous examples of anti-heroes include Han 
Solo in the Star Wars franchise, Detective Miller in The 
Expanse, Becky Sharp in William Makepeace Thackeray’s 

Vanity Fair, and Raskolnikov in Fyodor Dostoyevsky’s 
Crime and Punishment. 

(Keep in mind that antagonists can be main char-
acters, they just can’t be protagonists. The MC [main 
character] is the person who has the main point of 
view in the story. Just because a villain is the MC 
doesn’t mean he or she is the protagonist. Examples 
of stories told from a villain’s perspective include Bret 
Easton Ellis’s American Psycho, Caroline Kepnes’s You, 
and Marie Lu’s Legend trilogy.)

Also, from now on, when I use the term villain, I’m 
actually referring to any of these three roles—antago-
nist, contagonist, or anti-hero. 

Now that you know the three roles that villains can 
fill, you need to decide which roles are necessary for 
your story and how many you will use. When you’ve 
decided, then you’re ready to take a closer look at the 
job applicants. 
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The villain position has been filled. Now, what kind of 
villain does your bad guy need to be in the new job? 
When it comes to villains, you have three options: true-
to-life, scary, and likable. The best villains are at least one 
of these types. Even better is when a villain is more than 
one type! (But sorry—Hannibal Lecter is already taken.) 

Let’s go through each villain type. 

Type 1: The True-to-Life Villain 
True-to-life (a.k.a. realistic) villains give you chills 
because they hit close to home. They are the types of 
people who could be your next-door neighbors, or 
even your friends or family members. These villains 
are warnings in disguise; writers and filmmakers often 
use them to alarm you, whispering, “You know, this 
guy isn’t too different from you. Better be careful you 
don’t end up like him.” It’s pretty easy to remember a 
villain who usually behaves like a normal person but 
then surprises you by choosing to do horrible things. 

Also, it’s easy to remember a villain who rouses 
your sympathy. You might think you’re crazy for feel-
ing sorry for a villain, but your reaction simply shows 
that you are a person and that you recognize that the 
villain is a living creature as well. When you have that 
kind of emotional response to a villain, you’re going to 
continue feeling those emotions even after closing the 
book. The memory of how you felt you read the book 
won’t fade anytime soon. 

However, if you want your villain to be realistic, you 
have to know the ways villains could become unrealistic:

Don’t let the villain spout monologues. This rule 
applies to all the villain types, not just true-to-life vil-
lains. Monologues can sometimes work in comedies 
where the villains aren’t supposed to be taken too seri-
ously, but in most genres writers include monologues 
simply to give the protagonist enough time to escape 
or be rescued, or writers include monologues to reveal 
information that will eventually help the protagonist be 

THE THREE TYPES OF VILLAINS

“I did a play once where a reviewer said, ‘Martin Freeman’s too nice to play a bad guy.’ And I thought: 
‘Well, bad guys aren’t always bad guys, you know?’”

— Martin Freeman
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victorious. Readers often see this as a cheap trick that 
makes things too easy for the protagonist. Additionally, 
villains who give monologues often become tiresome 
or predictable. For example, in one book series the vil-
lain in each book always gives a monologue during the 
climax, so readers know that each of the future books 
in that series will most likely end predictably: protago-
nist is captured, villain gives a monologue, protagonist 
escapes, villain is captured, the end. The last thing you 
want is for your villains’ decisions to become that obvi-
ous. Besides, villains who keep their mouths shut are 
more menacing. 

Don’t let the villain overreact. Most people aren’t going 
to become serial killers just because they were banished 
from their home country or because their loved ones were 
stolen from them—it’s not a realistic reaction. However, 
that kind of over-the-top villain can fit into some genres, 
as I’ll discuss in the section about scary villains.

Don’t let the villain do something evil “just because.” 
Readers will be confused if a villain’s decisions are point-
less. Even if the character doesn’t know the reasoning 
behind his or her actions, there’s always a why. (More 
on that later.) 

True-to-life villains can fit into any genre; even a 
fantasy novel can have a villain that you could easily 
picture as an ordinary cashier at your local grocery 

store. Later on, you’ll see how you can apply some of 
the 14 Secrets to a true-to-life villain, making him or 
her (or it) even more fleshed out. 

If you’ve decided you want a true-to-life villain 
for your story, then skip to the 14 Secrets starting on 
page 9. However, if you’re still not sure what type of 
villain you want, keep reading. 

Type 2: The Scary Villain
In some genres it’s okay for villains to be unrealistic as 
long as they are exceptionally scary. Villains who make 
your blood run cold are unforgettable. They visit you 
in your darkest dreams and peer at you from the shad-
ows of your bedroom. If you want to create this kind 
of villain for darker genres such as horror, dark fantasy, 
mysteries, etc.—then by all means, make your villain 
excessively evil and terrifying! 

How do you do make a scary villain? To start, think 
of the things (creatures, people, circumstances, etc.) 
that scared you when you were younger, or the things 
that scare you now. Do you sometimes dash across 
the room to turn on the light because your overactive 
imagination never lets you get over your fear of the 
dark? Take that fear and create a dangerous monster 
or criminal who lives in dark places. What scary mon-
ster is commonly featured in your nightmares, making 
you wake up with your heart hammering and causing 
you to thank the stars that it was just a dream? Put 
that monster in your story! Use your own experiences, 
your own feelings, to make your villain terrifying. 

If you feel that your own experiences with fear aren’t 
enough, you can also talk with other people about what 
they are scared of, or research it in books and on the 
internet. 

If you focus on this option, you’re going to end up 
with a spine-chilling bad guy. If you want your readers 
to shudder when they hear your villain’s name, go check 
out the 14 Secrets. But if you’re still undecided, or you’re 
thinking you might prefer a villain that is more palat-
able (but still a memorable bad guy), take a look at the 
next option. 
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A WORD ABOUT REDEMPTION ARCS
Readers love villains who have well-crafted and genu-
ine redemption arcs. However, redemption arcs can be 
problematic if not handled correctly. Readers usually 
don’t like redemption arcs if they include the following: 

A villain who has done many horrible things does 
only one good thing before either dying or being for-
given. One good act—even if it’s saving a person’s 
life—does not fully redeem years of murders. That 
doesn’t mean a horrible villain can’t do one good 
thing at the very end, but one good act does not a 
redemption arc make. 

A villain’s change to the good side happens prac-
tically overnight. Readers will be much more invested 
if you show the villain’s slow psychological and emo-
tional struggle as he or she is continually struck by 
paradigm shifts, differing worldviews, etc. A villain 
that has a certain way of thinking engrained in his 
or her mind is going to have a hard time reconciling 
both sides when forced to see the world—and his or 
her actions—from another perspective. 

Other characters immediately forgive an ex-villain 
and forget everything he or she did. This kind of cop-
out will have your readers face-palming. Someone 
who has done so much bad is going to have an awfully 
hard—and long—time earning the trust, respect, and 
love of other characters. 

An ex-villain doesn’t have to struggle with the con-
sequences of past mistakes. Unfortunately, turning over 
a new leaf doesn’t get rid of consequences—physical, 

social, mental, and emotional. An ex-villain is going to 
have to deal with angry, vengeful people who may not 
believe or even care that he or she has changed for the 
better. A villain who realizes he or she shouldn’t have 
killed so many innocent people is going to have major 
PTSD, depression, and other psychological problems. 
Your ex-villain is going to be more interesting, more 
believable, and more likable if he or she has to face 
the outcomes of past choices—especially if he or she 
becomes an even better person from wading through 
those ordeals. 

Every villain has a redemption arc. Sometimes 
villains are just horrible people who don’t change. 
Sometimes they’re former heroes who became cyn-
ical of life, and they don’t change. Sometimes they 
were tempted by and gave in to the dark side, and 
they don’t change. Sometimes a villain is forced to 
join up with the good guys but doesn’t become a 
better person because of it. A villain can be likable 
without showing any hint of redemption. Even more 
heart-wrenching is when a likable villain shows some 
hints of good but chooses to remain a villain. 

Redemption arcs are appealing and can help you 
create engaging, memorable villains. You just need to 
make sure your villain’s redemption arc makes sense. 
And you need to show that your villain has either 
redeemed himself or herself (by having paid back all 
past wrongs, even the really horrible ones) or is on the 
road to redemption.

6

Type 3: The Likable Villain
Every so often you come across a villain that is somehow 
likable—perhaps he or she is friendly, polite, charismatic, 
humorous, or even kind. When you meet one of these 
villains, you can’t help but think, “This guy can’t be that 
bad. He just saved that cat from a tree!” You hope that 
maybe this villain will join the good side or will turn out 

to be just misunderstood, or that something else that 
will let him or her off the hook. You hope this villain 
will end up a hero. Writers love playing around with lik-
able villains because it helps them manipulate readers’ 
emotions. You wonder, “Will this villain turn good?” 
Sometimes writers respond with a “nope,” dashing your 
hopes. Other writers decide, “Yes, she’ll become good, 
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but then she’ll die,” sucker-punching you. You have a 
hard time forgetting a blow like that. 

Villains don’t have to be unpleasant just because 
they make bad decisions. If you use some of the fol-
lowing secrets to make your villains likable, you and 

your readers will end up laughing with, sympathizing 
with, and occasionally cheering your villain on. It’s 
hard to forget someone—even a bad guy—whom you 
love to spend time with! 
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You’ve hired a specific villain to fill a specific role. Now 
it’s time to train your villain for the job. Enter the 14 
Secrets—the nitty-gritty for crating terrific villains. 

Some of the secrets apply more to one type of villain 
than to another. However, each secret isn’t restricted to 
one type or role; you can choose more than one secret 
for a villain, no matter what type the villain is or what 
role he or she plays. A villain resulting from that kind 
of combination can be fascinating! 

The wait is over. Let’s dive in!  

	Secret 1: Make the villain’s true nature ambiguous. 
One minute this type of villain is doing something 
bad, but the next minute he or she is doing some-
thing good, so readers are pulling their hair out 
trying to decipher whether the villain is a bad guy 
or a good guy. Does the villain struggle with his or 
her decisions, wondering whether those decisions 
are right? Does the villain do good for the com-
munity but mistreat his or her family members? 

Is there only a thin wall blocking this villain from 
becoming a hero? Do they save a dog from starva-
tion, but hold a jewelry heist later that day? Puzzle 
your readers and play with their expectations; 
behind their grumblings they will thank you for 
the psychological rollercoaster that is your villain. 

Here are a few examples of ambiguous villains: 
Alexei Karenin in Leo Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina. 

Karenin is one of the principal antagonists of this 
classic novel, whether Karenin is a bad guy or not 
is still up in the air. He’s constantly being thrown 
around by his circumstances, his emotions, and 
other people. It’s hard to distinguish whether 
he’s doing something because of selfishness or 
because he thinks it’s the right thing. Either way, 
his decisions severely hurt his wife, the titular 
main character, Anna. 

Rodion Raskolnikov in Dostoyevsky’s Crime 
and Punishment. This strange chap is an enigma. 
He loves his family deeply and he helps people 

THE 14 SECRETS
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in need, and even children like him—but he also 
chops an ax through an unarmed, elderly woman, 
and then kills another woman to keep her quiet. 
Then he struggles with all the emotions that come 
after committing a murder. The ambiguousness 
of this character continues to the very end of the 
book without any real resolution. 

	Secret 2: Give the villain emotions. Make your villain 
feel embarrassment, sadness, shame, desperation, 
exhaustion, fear, and so forth. Show your villain cry-
ing, laughing, blushing, and having other reactions 
that everyone experiences. Readers sympathize with 
this kind of villain because they understand these 
emotions. 

A few examples of villains with clear-cut 
emotions: 

Draco Malfoy in J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter 
franchise. One of the turning points for how many 
Harry Potter fans viewed this notorious bully came 
when they saw how overwhelmed and uncertain 
he was about his mission to kill Dumbledore. He 
may not be a favorite character, and he may never 
become a friend to Harry, but no one wants him 
to die. 

Loki in the Marvel Cinematic Universe. In spite 
of his mischievous and murderous actions, this vil-
lain has obvious emotions. Actor Tom Hiddleston 
says about this trickster, “He has a broken heart. He 
is grief-stricken, bitter, lonely, sad, angry, ambitious, 
jealous, and proud.” For instance, when his adop-
tive mother dies, Loki’s sadness is evident. Even his 
annoyance with his brother is relatable. 

	Secret 3: Make the villain bitter because of others’ 
actions. These villains keep getting punished, dis-
couraged, or betrayed. Naturally, these injustices 
aggravate them, sometimes to the point of irratio-
nality. These villains are often sympathetic; you 
just want them to catch a break. 

Examples of bitter villains: 
Erik/The Phantom in The Phantom of the 

Opera. Thanks to his deformity, this villain has 

too far and there’s no undoing what’s been done, 
so you might as well continue forward. It’s a very 
pessimistic mindset, but it’s also very normal, so it 
makes sense if a villain feels that way. Villains who 
see no way out of their bad habits, situations, or 
decisions will usually continue down those paths, 
believing they are irredeemable. 

Here are some villains who think they’re past 
the point of no return: 

Darth Vader in the Star Wars franchise. At one 
point this villain admits to his protagonist son, “It’s 
too late for me.” He believes the evil road he has 
gone down doesn’t allow returns. 

Macbeth in Shakespeare’s play Macbeth. This 
character became villainous one step after another, 
and at one point he says, “I am in blood/Stepp’d 
in so far that, should I wade no more,/Returning 
were as tedious as go o’er.” He chooses to go o’er 
instead of stopping while he can. 

	Secret 5: Make the villain’s motivations under-
standable, perhaps even admirable. These villains’ 
motivations make some sense, so you can under-
stand why they do the things they do. Their 

been shunned, derided, and treated like a mon-
ster his whole life. Turns out that scar was hiding 
a genius, and the Phantom sets to work causing 
chaos in the society that tried to tear him down. 

Shylock in Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice. 
This moneylender can’t seem to catch a break. He’s 
spat at, betrayed, attacked, and even forced to con-
vert to Christianity. Readers can’t really blame him 
for wanting some revenge. 

	Secret 4: Make the villain think there’s no going back. 
Admit it: everyone does this. You think you’ve gone 

“You can figure out what the villain fears by 
his choice of weapons.”

— Connie Brockway
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hearts are in the right place. Perhaps this kind of 
villain is trying to do something he or she thinks 
is good, like destroy something that could pose a 
danger to society. Maybe these villains’ goals are 
worthy, but they’re achieving those goals in hor-
rible ways; for instance, they use terror to coerce 
people into becoming better human beings, or 
they attack another country so that it doesn’t 
have the chance to attack first. Sometimes you 
half hope that the villain will succeed in fixing 
the problem; sometimes you agree that there is a 

problem but you do not agree with the villains’ 
extreme methods of fixing it. 

A few examples of villains with understand-
able motivations: 

Javert in Victor Hugo’s Les Misérables. This 
antagonist is determined to bring criminals to jus-
tice—the law is his highest priority. To a degree, 
Javert is correct; criminals should be punished. 
But the way this character goes about taking his 
beliefs to the extreme when administering the law 
is unhealthy and leads to tragedy. 
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Stain the Hero Killer in My Hero Academia. 
Even the protagonists admit that Stain isn’t wrong—
there are too many heroes who are in that career 
for money or fame or other reasons that are less 
than honorable. But when Stain starts killing those 
heroes just for having ignoble motives, his actions 
turned him into an antagonist. And his story lives 
on—his viewpoint inspires a generation of villains 
who both recognize the logic behind Stain’s actions 
and are attracted to the way he enforced that logic. 

Thanos in the Marvel Cinematic Universe fran-
chise. This character has gone down in history as 
the one who wiped out half of the universe so that 
the other half would have a better life. He’s known 
as a “house cleaner” type of villain, a character 
who views himself as someone who helps people 
have better lives by cleaning out the “excess” or the 
“riff-raff.” 

	Secret 6: Give the villain a realistic psychological 
or social disorder. You have to be careful with this 
one—make sure you do your research. Brush up on 
some psychology. Interview psychiatrists, people 
with disorders, and people with manias and pho-
bias. What could drive someone with a disorder or 
mania or phobia to become villainous? Sometimes 
it’s not even a disorder, or mania, or phobia; some-
times a person just has a slight difference in his or 
her DNA, such as a “warrior gene,” which leads to 
more aggressive behavior. Of course, most people 
with psychological disorders are not villainous—
quite the contrary—but sometimes a villain with a 
psychological disorder can fit well into your story. 

A few examples of villains with disorders, 
manias, phobias, or other psychosocial differences: 

Harley Quinn in DC Entertainment. This 
popular villain suffers from Histrionic Personality 
Disorder, which Psychology Today defines as 
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“constant attention-seeking, emotional overreac-
tion, and seductive behavior.”1 

Accelerator in the A Certain Magical Index fran-
chise. The most powerful teenager in the country 
can’t escape from Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder. 
Merriam-Webster defines this disorder as “a psy-
chological reaction occurring after experiencing 
a highly stressing event (such as wartime combat, 
physical violence, or a natural disaster) that is usu-
ally characterized by depression, anxiety, flashbacks, 
recurrent nightmares, and avoidance of reminders 
of the event.” 

Pinkie Brown in Graham Greene’s Brighton 
Rock. Pinkie is a fascinatingly chilling psychopath. 
Merriam-Webster describes psychopathy as a dis-
order that is “marked by egocentric and antisocial 
activity, a lack of remorse for one’s actions, an 
absence of empathy for others, and often criminal 
tendencies.” 

	Secret 7: Make the villain unique. Unique villains 
behave or think in scary ways that are different 
from how other villains behave or think, or per-
haps their very natures are different from those 
of other villains. A villain of this type could be a 
man-eating monster that is only a couple of feet 
tall. The villain could be a suburban grandma who 

1. “Histrionic Personality Disorder.” Psychology Today. 
Sussex Publishers, 2019.

traps her victims in a giant freezer. Unexpected vil-
lains—or villains who do unexpected things—are 
scary because they’re different. People are scared 
of things that they don’t know how to react to. 

Examples of unique villains: 
The cab driver in “A Study in Pink,” an epi-

sode of Sherlock. “No one ever thinks about the 
cabbie,” the driver says. This villain is a frighten-
ingly smart cab driver that has the ability to bring 
down the world’s greatest detective. He’s right—
no one expected that. 

Hannibal Lecter in Thomas Harris’s suspense 
novels. He’s a brilliant psychiatrist, he’s a serial 
killer and cannibal, and he’s sometimes a consul-
tant for catching other criminals. That’s a very 
unanticipated mishmash. 

Pride in Fullmetal Alchemist: Brotherhood. The 
oldest, strongest, cruelest member of the homun-
culi is . . . a little boy? 

Sauron in The Lord of the Rings. He’s an 
all-seeing eye that commands thousands of deadly 
soldiers. The story shows how far he’s willing to 
go and how many people he’s willing to kill just 
to get his ring back. 

The man-eating raptors in Michael Crichton’s 
Jurassic Park. These raptors are unique from most 
other villains because although each raptor by itself 
isn’t as scary as, say, a T-rex, together the raptors 
make a coordinated, deadly team. 
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	Secret 8: Make the villain believe they have nothing 
to lose. These villains have no family, no friends, 
perhaps even no desire to live, meaning they could 
decide to throw themselves headlong into a task 
without caution. These villains usually work as crea-
tures or objects that are trained or programmed to 
obey all orders without question. 

Some examples of villains who have nothing to 
lose: 

The Daleks in Dr. Who. Created by evil genius 
Davros, these villains have one goal: take over the 
universe, no matter what. Their only emotion is 
hate; they only obey orders from superiors; they 
don’t fear death or failure.  

Ultron in the Marvel Cinematic Universe. 
This villainous robot was created to protect the 
Earth, but Ultron decides that human beings are 
the biggest danger to Earth, so he believes he must 
annihilate them. This villain was created for one 
purpose only; he’s not going to hold back in the 
way living creatures usually hold back due to pain 
or fear. 

	Secret 9: Make the villain believe they have every-
thing to lose. This is the extreme at the other end 
of the “needs” spectrum from Secret 8. These vil-
lains fight for their lives, their family, their food, 
their freedom, their addiction—whatever is most 
important to them. Often what they want is even 
justified, but sometimes they have a warped idea 
of what is most important in life. These villains 
are exceptionally dangerous because they will fight 
to the end to achieve their goals, obliterating any 
obstacles along the way.  

Examples of villains who think they have every-
thing to lose: 

Gollum in J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Lord of the 
Rings. Gollum’s entire life revolves around the ring. 
He killed his best friend for it, and he has left his 
homeland and now lives alone, with only the ring 
for company. When he loses the ring, he’s willing 
to travel by foot across any terrain, hurt people 

	Secret 10: Make the villain unpredictable. No one 
knows what these villains will do next or how 
they will react to a situation. Sometimes these vil-
lains just like seeing people’s reactions; sometimes 
these villains simply have an overactive imagina-
tion. Occasionally their unpredictability is caused 
by something more concrete, like mental illnesses. 
A combination of mental illness and negative per-
sonality traits can cause a person to snap or to 
gradually transform into a monster. Whatever the 
cause, you rarely can foresee their decisions. 

Examples of unpredictable villains: 
Amy Dunne in Gillian Flynn’s Gone Girl. Did 

her husband murder her? Is she a murderer? A 
seductress? Just who is she? We eventually learn this 
villain’s supposed motive, but everything she does 
to get to that point is bewildering and disturbing. 

Izaya Orihara in Durarara!! A villain who seems 
to know everything about everyone in the city—
he could be the mastermind behind all the chaos. 
But he’s just so confusing: first he’s pretending 
he’s on a motorcycle, then he’s smashing a teenag-
er’s phone, and then he’s trying to kill his nemesis 
in a deranged street fight. Goading a suicide one 

physically and emotionally, and murder—all in 
order to get his “precious” back. 

Shou Tucker in Fullmetal Alchemist: Brotherhood. 
Once a respected alchemist, this villain has become 
obsessed with experimenting with alchemy to find a 
way to keep his alchemist job and status. Believing 
that his alchemy is most important, he puts his work 
above his own daughter in a tragic way. 
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moment, visiting a sick child later—no one can fig-
ure this eccentric guy out. 

Joker in DC Entertainment. One of the most 
popular villains in history, Joker is a constant puzzle. 
He’s the victim of childhood abuse and a pathologi-
cal disorder, and his circumstances have turned him 
into a loose cannon. It’s practically impossible to 
identify with his macabre jokes, his hallucinations, 
his confessions, and his killings—and that absence 
of solid relatability actually works for him, making 
him so morbidly fascinating. 

	Secret 11: Give the villain a sense of humor. Everyone 
loves to laugh, so if a villain has a great sense of 
humor (even a dark sense of humor), readers want 
that villain to stick around. Funny villains often 
create a feeling of balance in a story by counteract-
ing their own misdeeds with their pranks, jokes, 
and wit, or even with their bumbling clumsiness. 

Examples of humorous villains: 
Hades in Disney’s Hercules. There’s a reason 

many people love this film’s antagonist more than 
the protagonist. His “fast-talking car salesperson” 
disposition (as described by his voice actor, James 
Wood) is masterful, and the way his flame-hair 
flares with his temper only adds to his laugh-in-
ducing persona. On top of all that, who can really 
fault him for wanting to get out of the most hated 
job ever? 

Loki in the Marvel Cinematic Universe fran-
chise. Another top-favorite villain, this god of 
mischief might as well be called the god of hilar-
ity. His mocking one-liners, his pranks, his fear of 
Hulk, and his antics with his brother make him 
the true star of the show. 

	Secret 12: Make the villain love someone. Even vil-
lains can have families, friends, lovers, etc. Often 
this type of villain does horrible things in order to 
help his or her loved ones, or the villain tries to pro-
tect those loved ones from the harm caused by his 
or her crimes. Sometimes these villains even genu-
inely care about the protagonists. 

Examples of villains who love people: 
Jaime Lannister in George R. R. Martin’s series 

A Song of Fire and Ice. This one has done some seri-
ously bad things in the name of love. But, really, 
no one can doubt that he deeply loves his “family” 
(a.k.a. his lover-sister and their children). It’s the 
kind of motivation that readers understand but not 
enough to let him off the hook. 

Long John Silver in Robert Louis Stevenson’s 
Treasure Island. Hardworking, frugal, friendly, and 
treacherous. This pirate has a soft spot for the young 
protagonist, Jim, who even says that he hopes Long 
John was able to settle down somewhere. 

	Secret 13: Make the villain decide to do the right 
thing at the very end. Warning: these kinds of vil-
lains can be overdone. Be careful to give the villain 
at least one believable reason why he or she would 
want to suddenly do something heroic at the last 
minute. Also, this is not a redemption arc—it’s 
more like a “strike of good lightning.” Maybe the 
villain becomes suddenly disillusioned with his or 
her original goal. Maybe the villain is just protect-
ing what is most important to him or her. Maybe 
the villain does something to help the protagonists 
just to get back at another villain. Whatever the 
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reason, the villain’s goals and desires should drive 
him or her to jump onto the good bandwagon for 
a moment. 

Examples of villains who do the right thing at 
the end: 

Darth Vader/Anakin Skywalker in the Star Wars 
franchise. Almost any evil villain can still love some-
one and try to protect that person, but that love 
doesn’t excuse the villain’s past actions. However, as 
shown by how much people love Darth Vader’s sac-
rifice, a villain can become more memorable after 
a single act of good. Just don’t expect the villain to 
suddenly be redeemed or called a hero (especially 
by those he or she has hurt). 

The Grinch in Dr. Seuss’s How the Grinch Stole 
Christmas. You remember how the Grinch’s heart 
“grew three sizes that day.”2 Of course, people’s 
hearts don’t actually grow that fast, but this works 
well for a children’s book, or a book in which the 
villain doesn’t have to be taken seriously. 

	Secret 14: Make the villain gradually change sides. 
Warning: these kinds of villains can be overdone. 
Keep in mind that this doesn’t have to be a redemp-
tion arc—the villain might simply recognize that 
his or her goals would be easier to reach on the 
good guys’ team. The strategy here, though, is to 
make the voyage from the evil side to the good side 
engaging and tense; then, whether the villain stays 
on the good side or not depends on you and your 
goals for the story.

Examples of villains who gradually join the 
protagonists’ team: 

Greed in Fullmetal Alchemist: Brotherhood. 
This one never truly changes his ways; he just dis-
covers that he can better achieve what he wants 
(keeping his friends, or his “possessions,” alive) by 
switching to the side of good. Either way, he’s a 
compelling character with an interesting storyline, 
and his sacrifice was one of the best moments of 
friendship in anime history. 

2. Geisel, Theodor Seuss.  How the Grinch Stole Christmas. 
New York: Random House, 1957.

Lieutenant Rostov in Sandra Grey’s Trespass. 
A high-ranking Soviet officer, Rostov will do any-
thing to protect his daughter. The problem is, he 
can’t protect her by himself, and he can’t trust 
his superiors with her life. When he realizes he 
needs help, he slowly and painfully pushes aside 
his pride and double-crosses his beloved country, 
leaving readers both cheering for him and aching 
for his plight. 

Zuko in Avatar: The Last Airbender. Cited 
as having one of the best redemption arcs ever 
seen on the small screen, Zuko is a character who 
you see change little by little over the course of 
almost three whole seasons. In fact, he fluctuates 
back and forth between good and bad, continu-
ally making mistakes and then trying to atone for 
them. Eventually, the resolution of his personal 
growth is extremely satisfying.

Use these Fourten Secrets wisely—they will serve 
you well. 

If you’re still a little hesitant when it comes to cre-
ating villains, or you’re just interested in some more 
ideas, read on. 
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After learning about the 14 Secrets, you can now try 
different ways to apply them to crafting villains. Here 
are just a few suggestions. 

Choose. To create a memorable villain, pick from the 
list of secrets above. Base your choices on what genre 
you’re writing in, what your story is about, and what 
you want your villain (and your protagonists) to accom-
plish. You can combine some of the secrets, but don’t go 
overboard—choose two to three that you want to focus 
on with a villain. 

Take the opposite route from what is expected. A 
great exercise for getting your creative wheels turn-
ing is to find or make a list of villain clichés and 
then flip each cliché on its head. Do villains typi-
cally have dimwitted henchmen? Maybe your main 
villain could be the dimwitted one while the hench-
men are the intelligent ones. Do villains usually have 

tragic childhoods? Maybe your villain had a terrific 
and loving childhood but still ended up on the path 
of evil. You can often find that several of these 14 
Secrets can fit into reverse-cliché scenarios.  

Analyze your favorite villains. Everyone has a favor-
ite villain or two. Find your favorite and then think 
about what makes that villain so interesting; chances 
are the villain has traits that match one or more of 
these  14 Secrets. Don’t copy your favorite villain, but 
his or her traits can still inspire you when you’re cre-
ating your own villain. 

Just pick randomly. Close your eyes and pick two 
or three random secrets with your finger. Then craft a 
villain around those secrets; see what interesting com-
binations you come up with. 

And don’t forget to brainstorm! Get your gears 
working, and your brain will reward you. 

APPLYING THE 14 SECRETS
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Wait, you’re not done yet! One of the most common 
mistakes writers make when creating villains is not hav-
ing a firm understanding of the villains’ motivations. Say 
your villain is a swamp monster that wants to enslave a 
kingdom. That’s great and all, but why does he want to 
do that? So far, this villain is only surface deep, even if 
he’s scary. 

To flesh him out, you need to keep asking why 
until you get to the very root of the problem. Then, 
because you keep asking why, eventually you real-
ize that the monster is tired of eating only swamp 
creatures, and the few humans he’s eaten before have 
been quite tasty and nourishing. He knows that if 
he controls a kingdom, he controls all the humans 
in the kingdom—his new food supply. So the basic 
motivation behind this villain’s actions is hunger. 
Now, you understand him! And because you under-
stand him, you can make him more relatable, more 

understandable, and scarier to readers, especially 
if you reveal little by little what the monster’s real 
intentions are. 

Your villain wants to rule the world—why? Your 
villain wants to take revenge—why? Your villain is 
selfish—why? 

Villains have many reasons why they do what they 
do; many of those reasons are basic human needs. Here 
are a few to get you started: 
	The desire for control 
	The desire for pleasure 
	The desire to belong 
	The desire to achieve 
	The need to eat
	The need to live
Your villain’s motivations can become understand-

able as long as you keep asking why until you can’t ask 
it anymore. 

A FINAL THOUGHT: THE BIG WHY
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It’s not a bad thing for a reader to absolutely love 
a villain; instead, that love is a sign of success. 
It shows that you, the writer, understand how 
to use villains to make an impact on people. All 
great villains in literature and film leave lasting 
impressions. The list of these popular villains is 
long, but it keeps growing, continually making 
room for game changers like Anton Chigurh, 
Darth Vader, Amy Dunne, etc. 

You now have the tools you need to cre-
ate your own antagonists, contagonists, and 
anti-heroes who are either true-to-life, scary, 
or likable—or a mixture of all three—and then 
to put those villains on that list next to the 
other unforgettable baddies. If you put time 
and effort into applying these principles and 
strategies, your villains will join the ranks of 
the villains who people remember years after 
closing the books. 

Now go write! 

CONCLUSION
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